


INTRODUCTION 
 

A Kentucky citizen, small businesses owner, pro se, appeals the Order denying 

Motion for New Trial, and prior Judgment and Order granting in rem relief to 

Plaintiff / Appellee, in the form of foreclosure against the Erlanger property 

serving his home and office, encumbered by Mortgage Loan fraudulently made 

by 5/3 Bank and his wife 313 days prior to his knowing.  Among other factors, 

Appellant contends he is victim of judicial misadministration and prejudice  

before, during, and subsequent to “hearing” that occurred 2010 July 29  

and the following Monday afternoon. 

 

 

STATEMENT CONCERNING ORAL ARGUMENT 

Appellant, seeking natural Justice, consistently providing honest witness,  and 

still learning about this crime, and appropriate procedures for relief, has been 

trampled by more legally qualified actors.  Wherefore, Appellant is grateful to 

offer this Honorable Court any opportunity to be heard and questioned for the 

satisfaction of said Justice, clouded as it is by misrepresentations by Appellee, 

not properly attended by Special Master Commissioner who presided over said 

hearing. 
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STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

KRS.  Please see Volume II  --  Appendix  for annotated markups  

           of listed statutes ordered by chapter per this index. 

286.8-010 - Definitions – Branch; Mortgage Loan           [8] [11] 

286.8-990(2)(a)(b)(d)(e)(f) - attempting to catch up with inexorable greed. 

355.1-202 - Knowledge beats ignorance every time.      [12] 

355.3-203 - Liability follows assignment. 

355.3-305 - Knowledge willfully concealed from Appellant.     [12] 

355.3-308 - Forgery cannot be valid, nor be enforced. 

355.3-401 - All agree; Appellant did not sign the Mortgage. 

355.3-402 - Appellant sufficiently communicated to 5/3 un-authorization of   

 of any role by which Deborah could represent john or NCAD.    [10] 

355.3-403 – and likewise,   any role by Deborah in any financial matter  

 related to john or NCAD.          [10] 

355.3-406 – A matter between 5/3 Bank and Assignee 

367.120 - “Ethical Sellers” -- Powerful concept.       [28] 

367.380 (3) - Encouraging improvement of law: 

 Borrower means a person encumbered by an obligation of debt. 

367.380 (5) - Eric Haaser, Branch Manager, is Principal.          [8] [10] 

367.381 - Special Master Commissioner was deceived. 2010 07 29  

 [6.asf_ 6:22:22] 

378.010 -  Please see appendix.  Fraudulent conveyance laundered. 
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378.030 - This action should have followed the 2008 06 05 CounterClaim 

 and CrossClaim filed by Joseph Baker, and is the primary purpose  

 of pro Se {CH-860} [110124_Motion for New Trial]. 

381.110 – john’s interest cannot be cashed to satisfy Deb’s liability.    [28] 

381.150 – john’s tenancy cannot be forfeited.      [28] 

413.120 (12)  5-yr Statute of Limitations on Fraud. 

423.010 – easy to be Notary. 

423.050 – Apparently this statute is ignored state-wide, certainly NKy. 

423.130 – The Official duty of Notary.   Seems pretty simple.    [20] 

434.330 – 5/3 is Class D felon who maliciously disposed of:  john’s earned

 confidence and trust in 5/3, his sterling credit, and his property.  [10] 

514.040 – 5/3 is Class D felon. 

516.020 - Forgery 

516.050 – to be/defend Class C felon. 

517.110 – Appellant sufficiently communicated to 5/3 Bank the 

 inappropriate honor of my wife’s financial inclinations.   [10] 

517.120 – 5/3 was a sham or front company for ABFS, backed by 

 JPM, all colluding, all Class D felons.        [9] 

14th Amendment          [19] 

303 Minn. 408, 228 N.W.2d 257 WestLaw case summary on Ratify   [Apx-166] 

2010 Book:  The Lawyer-Judge Bias       [Apx-206] 
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The issues on which this appeal will focus are:   Page 

1.  Bank Fraud                7  

2.  Absence of benefit to or by appellant from subject Loan proceeds      16 

3.  Absence of ratification of Fraudulent Mortgage         18 

4.  Denial of due Process and Fair Hearing          19 

5.  Attending Flaws in MASTER COMMISSIONER’S REPORT       21 
(Generally, first-person references are to Appellant john.) 

Background of the CASE           

Time-Line  [100723_Dx1_Apx-117] {CH-771_Apx-40} 

Appellant john’s first marriage, at 50 years of age, to named co-Defendant 

Deborah, her second marriage, occurred  2000 July 29.  Divorced 1992 from 

Denis Smith, she was attended by their three daughters (“TTD”):  Tara 23, Tonya 

21, and Denise 19, all whose last name was Smith.  John’s only “children” are 

two companies he founded:  1977 schmidtPro, and 1988 NCAD Corporation.   

Two months prior to said wedding, john purchased subject property “3126” 

[100721_Px7,8,9] to provide the next home for the new family, whose prior 

(uninsured) 1957 home “3046” was devastated by fire 1998 October.  John 

served as construction manager in its salvation and renovation enabling sale 

2000 11 10 [100721_Px10] for $190,000 [100721_Px11].   

Two days prior to said sale, on 2000 11 08 (apparently un-recorded) a 

WARRANTY DEED was completed, with neither witness nor signature by john, 

conveying the ownership of 3046 (FCV - $100,000.00 ) from a 1994 Trust 

[100721_Px6] to ownership by “DTTD”, equally divided among four individuals: 
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Deborah and her daughters ($25,000 each).  Said DEED was not entered into 

the record, but resolves the incorrect “finding of fact” reported by Special Master 

Commissioner (Page 2 – Paragraph #4) and is crucial to understanding the case.  

Said DEED to be the subject of Motion for admittance, with Leave of Court.   

In recognition of TTD’s decreasing reliance on said 3126 next home, the new 

family established  “The Smith Trust” [100721_Px12] aka “TTD Trust” to 

represent the equity interest in said next home by each daughter, each then, and 

since, residing in Lexington, KY.  The new Smith Trust was invested as 

Mortgagee of 3126, holding its primary residents, Mother Deborah and step-

father  john, Mortgagors, responsible for monthly payments of $1000 per 

$111,000 Promissary Note at 7% over 15 years.  Thereby, each daughter would 

receive principle of $37,000, and interest of $22,862; total $59,862 by 2016. 

[110103_Ex-H][Apx-77] 

Deriving said $111,000, unaware of said WARRANTY DEED, john had estimated 

the basis of 3046 at $125,000, which covered the investment in 3126 by DTTD of 

$121,67 [100721_Px11]; and Deborah granted half her portion to be equally 

divided among the daughters.  Final sums were rounded up.  [110103_Ex-

K][Apx-82]   Said Smith Trust was completed 2000 Dec 13, and the entire family 

convened in 3126 on 2000 Dec 24-25.  Beyond his encumbrance by the TTD 

Mortgage, john had conveyed to Deborah half interest in NCAD Corporation, as 

reflected on 1120s Form K-1 Tax returns for 1999, 2000, and 2001 

[100721_Px24; but, note: These are apparently forged.], concurrent with her 
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tenancy as Vice President of NCAD Corporation.  Authentic originals available 

with Leave of Court. 

On 2001 March 4, john noticed report of public Meeting at Dixie Heights High 

School, on Kentucky Permit to install a One Billion BTU natural-gas-powered 

electricity generating facility within 2000’ of 3126 and said High School, and 

within 800’ from: (1) large Senior Citizen care facility, and (2) proposed new 

facility upgrading the existing statewide most active library, the Erlanger branch 

of the Kenton County Library, which newly opened 2002 October 12. 

Uniquely qualified and thereby self-appointed, john moved, with Deborah, to 

prevent the soon permitted, not needed abomination.  Approved by Erlanger, the 

inevitable plant had been in development over the prior year, albeit actively 

opposed by Mayor Paul Meier of Crestview Hills, downwind from the proposed 

plant location on its border, and Representative Jon Draud [101220_direct 

conveyance to Judge Bartlett, unfiled, available with Leave of Court]. 

John committed exhaustive research, reporting, engagement with communities of 

Northern Kentucky, and trips to Frankfort over a 16-month period to defend his 

new family, community, and  entire citizenry of this Commonwealth.  Highlighted 

by Governor Patton’s site visit, and successful communication with Senator Dick 

Roeding, our efforts succeeded  by unanimous passage of new protective KRS 

statutes in Chapter 287; and  2002 04 15:  "Cinergy wishes to terminate all rights 

under the permit effective immediately..." 

After unaffordable Williams College reunion in mid-June 2002, with Deborah, 

completely reliant on credit card, john was completely exhausted and absorbed 
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in NCAD Customer service, while oblivious to Deborah’s continued interception 

of mail and credit card abuse most significantly commencing May 15, 2002 when 

she forged john’s signature (with no likeness - 3 straight lines) on an intercepted 

(unsolicited) credit card check she completed for $6000 [110103_ Exh i][Apx-78].   

Increasingly irritated not receiving credit card statements, on Wed 2002 Oct 2, 

john received faxed statements and image of said check.  Unfathomably 

disappointed, john dismissed Deborah from her position as Vice President and 

employee of NCAD, while removing his residence from the 3126 marital home. 

 

1.  5/3 Bank Fraud 

[110729_Dx-4][Apx-121] represents an incomplete record alluding to a long 

banking history by john with 5/3 Bank.  The date 2002 10 06 occurring in both 

columns Opened and Closed is a Sunday; the correct date is Friday 2002 10 04  

when john confronted his well-known representative of 5/3 Bank, Eric Haaser, 

Kroger BankMart Branch Manager during 1998 – 2003, where john and Deborah 

mainly banked.  Haaser wrote in blue ink on the back side of the photocopied 

said fax of check image that the forged  ”Check deposited into account of Denise 

R. Smith on 5/15/2002.  Account opened at branch#992 on 5/8/2002.”  (5/3 Dry 

Ridge branch), near the home of Denis Smith.  [Apx-79]  [6.asf_ 5:24:50 ].   

His mission completely attended by Haaser, john closed the joint account 

established by Haaser with wife Deborah, and opened a new personal account 

for john [Apx-121] and emphatically, broadly, proscribed any role by his 

estranged wife representing financial matters, including said new account, and 
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his Equity Loan account established by Haaser in 2001.  Same proscription on 

NCAD Bank of KY account had been accomplished less dramatically Oct 3.  

 

[6.asf_5:31:10]:  john: "is it fair to say that i made a mark on your day?"   
Eric: "Yeah. Yeah." "It was a little more than a normal day." 
john: "it was my recollection that i impressed upon you the absolute sense of not 
wanting to repeat such an event. Not atypical i don't think with any other human 
being on earth; but, you can't report such a direction from your client to his 
banker?" 
Eric: “As i recall, you were upset about the transaction.  You were upset that i 
could not recover the money at that time, and you did want to insure that it 
couldn't happen again." 
�
This statement is by the [APX-186][KRS 367.380(5)] principal of 5/3 Bank, 

whose authority as [Apx-169][KRS 286.8-010 (6),(19),(21),(33); 367.380 (5)] 

Branch Manager presided over the entirety of 5/3 banking by the couple, john 

and Deborah.  The same Haaser in testimony states [6.asf_5:18:35] "i do 

recall taking an application from her. yes". [110103_Ex-F][Apx-

69] represents the record john did not produce during this testimony, i.e. an 

unsuccessful attempt by Deborah to borrow money from 5/3 Bank in 2000 

September.  Notice the 800-861-4808 number in cc:.  Similar appears as contact 

for Brad Hermansen, an employee of ABFS subsidiary.  [100721_Px20-2] 

In same said 2002 October month, Deborah, estranged and separated from john, 

came to Haaser requesting a Loan resulting in subject Mortgage Loan closed in 

Covington, KY  2002 November 11. 

Twice examining Deborah, AP Colvin tried to lead usually steerable Deborah 

away from the case for 5/3 mis-representation.  Uncharacteristically, she 

consistently  resisted.  From her standpoint, she was amazed that she was 
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treated seriously:  [090909_Depos_Deb_42.24-45.16] “I felt that i shouldn’t have 

gotten the loan.  I mean, I basically had no income. “ …”Subprime, because of 

my credit.  And the person [Eric Haaser] doing the loan knew my history, so I was 

really surprised that he even sent it on….but I had a past with Fifth Third…A lot 

of bounced checks.” “John went to Eric.  The loan shouldn’t have happened.”  …  

“But, you know, it being in my name and we were separated at the time, which 

they knew that we were separated.  I was very surprised that I got the loan.  At 

the time, I was desperate.  We were separated.” 

Deborah testifies similarly during the trial [6.asf_3:40 – 3:49]  that the face of 5/3 

Bank was Eric Haaser.  Again led ardently by PA Colvin, quickly transitioning 

from Eric to signing [at Rowekamp],  [3:41:10] “I didn’t care what bank…”  

(Deborah is uncharacteristically pensive/reflective, unable to digest Colvin’s 

leading):  [3:43] “Eric didn’t necessarily misrepresent…”  [3:45]  “I had assumed 

it was out of Fifth Third’s hands …until I went to Rowekamp and signed all the 

papers and then Fifth Third’s name was on there,” … “I was so anxious to sign 

the papers and go, that like OK sign sign sign…”  [3:48] “I was very surprised 

that I got the loan.” 

Eric Haaser and Len Rowekamp were the face of 5/3 to Deborah.   Brad 

Hermansen was the intermediary phone voice of “5/3” (whose last name she 

never reported, but is found on some Mortgage documents.  For example: 

[100721_: Px20-2; Px26-1; Px29-4]), which also indicate the confusion of Lender 

address:   5/3 NKy PSC is a [KRS_517-120] sham ABFS operation which 
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employed Hermansen.  Exhibits available with Leave of Court.          

[6.asf_4:12] Deborah responds to my prompt :  

john:  “Do you remember Brad?”  Deborah: “the guy that on the phone; yes, I 

talked with him many times.  I talked with him a lot, because he kept calling me 

and saying.. it will be another hour, you know,”  John first encountered “Brad” 

during 2002 Sep 25 debriefing of Deborah [110103 Exh T]{CH-780…}, after we 

retraced her steps, meeting Leonard Rowekamp in his Covington office.  

[100721_Px19_090909_Depos-Deb_35.24-36.22] deposition in Colvin’s office 

best evidences the Rowekamp face of 5/3.  While Rowekamp may not know 

john, Eric did very well.  5/3 should have trained Eric, as he states occurred in 

1998, to note the record for Deborah and for john after john engaged his 

attention so dramatically on 2002 October 4.  John sufficiently communicated to 

5/3 Bank via [KRS_367.380(5)] Principal Haaser [KRS_355.3-402,403; 

_517.110] the inappropriate honor of his wife’s financial inclinations.  As 5/3  

ignored the fiducial responsibility to protect john, then 5/3 is a [Apx-

197][KRS_434.330] Class D felon who maliciously disposed of john’s confidence 

and trust, and pledged his property.   

Deborah’s testimony clearly expresses her pathological absence of due diligence 

especially in the heightened role of Power of Attorney.  It is unconscionable for 

Rowekamp to ignore her absence of due diligence purporting representation of 

two individuals; for Rowekamp to not question all the flags raised by her irregular 

behavior in the context of Deborah’s twice visit to patch up documents upon the 
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“surprise” that her husband did not accompany.  Nevertheless, it was the duty of 

5/3 Bank to inform Rowekampe of said inappropriate honor. 

Anyone who wanted john’s skin in the game need only make the1-minute call.  

The number was not difficult;  john’s phone and address  were printed on all 5/3 

checking accounts serving the couple and john; it was never 3126 Hulbert. 

 

1 Fraud.  If a contract is made by 2 parties, each singular party is legally 

indivisible.  The subject case stems from a Mortgage Loan contract between 

Deborah and 5/3 Bank.  The abiding face of 5/3 Bank during 1998 through 2003 

for both Deborah and john was Eric Haaser, who Deborah came to see 2002 

October.  During testimony of Eric Haaser on 2010 07 29, from 5:11:50pm EST, 

to 6:39:00, Eric Haaser indicated these facts: 

[6.asf_5:12]  His term at 5/3 was 1998 to 2005 October. His capacity was 

Branch Manager after a period as “Assistant Branch Manager”.   

[5:15:50] “I was there in training in 1998.” 

[5:16:30] “I recall she made deposits to the NCAD account. yes” 

[5:24] Amidst active interference from Colvin and Luersen, the transaction cited 

above was followed by queries by Luersen and john.  Finally, john asked to 

conclude:  PSC = Processing Service Center = Second Look Area = other 

department.  Haaser offered no final clarity, as if he had no idea what was behind 

the curtain. 

Undisputed facts of this case include: (1) Criminal forgery of un-verified Power of 

Attorney.   (2) Non-verification of loan application information offered by known 
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financial incompetent forger.  (3) Absence of required Mortgage Loan Documents 

[Apx-172][KRS 286.8-010 (17)]: (b) Appraisal, (d)2. verifications, and credit 

report.  (4) The financed sum of $76,000 is greater than one/half of the said 

absent Appraisal value.  (5) Missing call records during Appellant’s vehement 

protests of fraud by phone – especially in the final quarter of 2003. (6) Non-

verification by closing attorney Rowekamp.  (7) Absolutely no [Apx-176;8][KRS 

355.1-202; 355.3-305].notice to Appellant, the known financial competent on 

whose credit the Loan was made and whose property was put at risk. (8) Report 

by Plaintiff’s Texas-based expert witness falsely claiming “no red flags” in 

payment history [4.asf_11:35:20] in spite of [110103 Reply to MC, Ex C & 

D][Apx-61].  (9) Confusion by Special Master Commissioner about what entity 

actually made the Loan [6,asf_06:21:30-22:40pm]  (10)  In early December 

2003 john and Deborah met Haaser, who would “look into it.”  Appellant  sent 

eMail to Eric 2003 Dec 16 [Apx-124][100729-Exh 7] [6.asf__6:27:20]   At 

[6.asf_6:20:0]  Eric and MC_Luersen confer to indicate 5/3 legal involvement in 

the communication, not then noted by john -- the frazzled small-biz operator, 

trying desperately to stop the bleeding (interest rate hikes, over-due fees and the 

like).  (11) Appellant required attention to painstaking accounting and taxes, 

multiplied by his diverse, project-oriented initiatives, and uncompromising 

customer service, in addition to the mess left by Deborah, and without the relief 

otherwise available:  $25,000 excess accelerated credit card payments to the 

TTD Trust Administrator [100729-Dx 6][Apx-123]. 
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(12) When further irritated by the new assignment from “Upland Mortgage” to 

“EMC”, Appellant refreshed his protest directed to Haaser in 2005 Mar 21 eMail 

[100729-Exh 8][Apx-125]  (13) Increasing tension erupted amidst a rate-hike by 

5/3 on the 2001 Equity Loan assisted by Haaser in 2001 [100729-Dx 4][Apx-121] 

along with phone harassment, prompting 2005 Sep 6 eMail to Haaser, with 

copies, as in March, to 2 additional 5/3 contacts.  [100729-Exh 9][Apx-126].  37 

days later, Haaser leaves 5/3 and reports Rectin’s departure in the same time 

frame.[6.asf_6:10:40 – 14:14]  Appellant was relieved by rate hike reversal, since 

which remains. 

 

Case History 
 

Said Loan has been assigned thrice [100722_Discovery_A_]{CH-723}[Apx-163] 

and is currently held by Appellee, whose predecessor initially filed a complaint in 

Kenton County in Case 07-CI-01716 to which Appellant made pro se filing 

[100729_Dx1] 2007 07 23.  This complaint was Dismissed by Plaintiff on 2007 09 

12, following DEED OF RELEASE signed 2007 07 24. [100729_Dx2a]  

The subject Case 08-CI-00499, based on COMPLAINT filed 2008 02 15, 

followed RESCISSION OF DEED OF RELEASE, signed 2008 02 01 

[100729_Dx2b].   

Defendant counsel, Hon. Joseph L. Baker, Ziegler & Schneider PSC, filed 

ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND CROSS-CLAIM on 2008 06 05.               

[Apx-151][080605_Baker][100729_Px17]   Illness at Ziegler & Schneider affecting 
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eMailed communications from john, prompted Baker’s MOTION TO WITHDRAW 

on 2008 10 28.   

After john diligently answered Interrogatories in two versions 090223 and 090403 

improved, the former was selected by Plaintiff [100729_Px21] and derided as 

“incomplete”.   The latter is available for admittance with Leave of Court.  

Deborah and john cooperated with depositions on 2009 09 09, both videotaped 

by john and available for admittance with Leave of Court.  Corrections to “official” 

transcriptions of said deposition were denied during hearing [6.asf_6:47:10]. 

On 2009 11 11 john met with Hon. Joseph E. Conley, Jr. and Hon. Edward 

Buechel enabling representation by Buechel at 2009 11 16 Motion Hour, and 

Conley thereafter, until his MOTION TO WITHDRAW on 2010 07 02, in advance 

of trial 2010 07 29. 

Motion Hour discussion 2010 March 15 with Judge Bartlett, Plaintiff Attorney 

Colvin, and Conley concluded with john’s accord on plan for Hearing by Master 

Commissioner Humpert.  These excerpts may define Judge Bartlett’s charge: 

“factual findings” …”to make it clear what happened over the span of time 

after …”…“..there is some factual dispute here”…“I guess I’m not clear on 

all the elements that would constitute ratification.” 
 

After Conley’s brief reply 2010 03 18 to john’s March 16 request for relief of spam 

calls from EMC MORTGAGE, john was not soon notified about the case. 

Meanwhile, the case record indicates {CH-282} 2010 March 23 ORDER 

REFERRING to Master Commissioner George Kolentse, then on April 2 to 

James Luersen, with subsequent service to some parties, not including 

Appellant; who first learned of an incorrect Hearing date via 2010 May 27 
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afternoon eMail from  Conley {CH-716}[Apx-156] which reported a pre-

hearing conference that morning, without prior notice to Appellant.   

Attendance by Conley without Appellant violated Appellant’s client 

stipulation conveyed by eMail 2009 November 12, available with Leave of 

Court, thereby shattering the tenuous trust required for effective 

engagement of counsel.  Questions were prepared for response to his next 

initiative by eMail [Apx-157] with the result pro se, sine qua non. 

Not knowing what to expect, not informed of his right to trial by jury as 

questioned in [100722_Plea for Orientation][Apx-159], Appellant 

nevertheless presented 3 filings including said Plea for Orientation to 

recover the loss of his non-attendance at said pre-hearing conference. 

 

All 3 filings were denied during the first 10 minutes of trial [1.asf_9:19:00 – 

9:29:00] transcribed at [Apx-27]. 

The Trial began 9am on July 29 and extended past 7pm, and concluded not by 

the desire of Plaintiff and not be the desire of Special Master Commissioner 

Leursen, but by enforcement by Court Security.  [7.asf_7:04:41] 

The Trial was continued 2:10pm on the following August 2, denying john’s 

MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE timely submitted on 2010 07 30, [8.asf_2:11:55]  

Special Master Commissioner, prior to denying MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE 

on 2010 08 02 indicated prompt delivery of the video record:  “it should just be a 

couple days after we are finished”. [8.asf_14:11:10].  Said delivery occurred 
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2010 11 20 UPS red Saturday delivery, (receipt available with Leave of Court), 

109 days after Aug 2; and 10 days before the MASTER COMMISSIONER’S 

REPORT arrived, Dec 1, allowing john 10 days for reply.  Said Reply, only by 

mercy of this Honorable Court, may preserve this appeal.  (The meaning of this 

latter phrase became understood well after the time said understanding would 

serve most well the cause of justice.) 

Final Judgment required only signature on paper tendered by AP Colvin. 

Appellant submitted Motion for New Trial that was DENIED.  This Appeal 

ensued. 
 

2.  Did Subject Loan BENEFIT john? 

[100729_Dx3][Apx-128]  Note:  This Dx3 is one of several sets of pages 

representing components of subject Mortgage.  Other sets include [100721_Px4] 

and [100721_Px31].  Significantly, Px31 corresponds to a variant held by 

Appellant with notable exception of 1 page, available with Leave of Court, 

described: 

1.  (Form exhibiting numbers which can be otherwise derived as accomplished 

on [110103_Ex-H):  APR 11.835%; FINANCE CHARGE $125,074; Total of 

Payments $198,945; comprising: 179 payments of $747.99 and one Balloon 

Payment of $65,055.  About said residual Balloon principal: 

a. (the principal carcass after the interest meat has been enjoyed – not by john’s 

step-daughters)  

b. (the amount that would be paid by the next 180 payments (amounting to the 

second $133,890))   
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c. (After 15 years timely paying $133,890, the principal would decline 10,945.)   

d. (Borrower has to re-finance 65,055, i.e. 86% of the original Loan; 89% of the 

dispersed proceeds (after $3100 closing cost))     

What is the cost for the “benefit” to Deborah and her daughters of $72,900?   

$269,276.  Please see [110103_Ex-H][Apx-73-77], which comparison indicates 

the magnitude of theft by this fraud. 

Special Master Commissioner Leursen characterizes subject Mortgage Loan 

{CH-740}:  “she was solely liable” …“note in the amount of $76,000 at 11.42% 

per annum interest with monthly payments of $747.99 maturing November 20, 

2017.”  Maturation!  Nearly $200,00 Negative “benefit” by DTTD !! 

There is no evidence john received any benefit, not one dollar of proceeds of the 

subject Loan.  The SPECIAL MASTER COMMISSIONER either failed to read 

Appellant’s Reply; or failed to do the math to determine what john, in fact has 

paid for the ½ interest conveyed by Deborah in exchange for his gifts to her: 

1.  $35,000 Profit enjoyed by DTTD, the benefit of my work. 

2.  $70,000 foregone NCAD income in service to DTTD as Construction Manager 

3.  $60,000 borrowed by john to “make up” for said foregone income. 

4.  $78,858 - 2008 sum credit card liability, continuing compounding 

 [100729_Dx6][Apx-123] 

5.  25,000 made to subject fraudulent loan to simply enable this response 

6.  20,000 continuing improvements to subject property (conservative est)  

7.   1,843  attorney fees, not including inestimable additional liabilities 

$ 290,701 2008 strictly conservative sum – inexorably rising each succeeding 

year, by no means including personal, societal loss. 
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3.  Did john RATIFY this Fraudulent Loan? 

[Anderson v. First National Bank of Pine City, 303 Minn. 408, 228 N.W.2d 257 

(MN Sup 1975)] is subject of 5-page case report [Apx-166], and is most 

significant and pertinent of all cases searched by Appellant.  The below table 

outlines the comparison with the subject case.  

Comparing Judicial Assessment of Ratification 

1978 2011 
Venue MN Supreme KY Appeal 
opponents person v Bank person v Bank 
Topic mortgage mortgage 
Plaintiff Role mortgagor mortgagee 
Plaintiff Action to cancel Mortg/Sale to enforce Mortg 
person role plaintiff defendant 
Jury No No 
Lower Court favors person Bank 
Result undo foreclose Sale foreclose Order 
Appeal person Role Appellee Appellant 
Appeal favors person   
wife mis-step forge Note forge PoA 
husband initial role active none 
Lower Court: ratify? No Yes 

  
john 

Ratify?
husband knowledge knew about loan none less
days uninformed 90 313 less
Bank notification Yes No less
husband pre-emptive none active mark less
husband benefit some negative less
husband complains No emphatically less
husband aver Fraud No Yes less
use of funds yes No. less

  MNS KRS 
no sign mortg status  507.02 355.3-305/8 Agree
unsigned is void 519.06 355.3-401/2/3 Agree
  518.58 -1a ?  
PoA can encumber No ?  
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Quoting the MN statute, redacting the inapplicable:  518.58 DIVISION OF MARITAL 

PROPERTY Subd. 1a. Transfer, encumbrance, concealment, or disposition of 

marital assets. 

During the pendency of a marriage separation, each party owes a fiduciary 
duty to the other for any profit or loss derived by the party, without the 
consent of the other, from a transaction or from any use by the party of the 
marital assets.   …   Use of a power of attorney is not available as a defense 
under this subdivision. 

 
4.  DENIAL of:  Due Process, Fair Discovery, and Fair Hearing 

The 14th Amendment to the Constitution  

Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the 
jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they 
reside. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or 
immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of 
life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its 
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. 
 
was violated in regard to the expectation by Appellant of civil protection  by 

said 14th Amendment in several circumstances during pursuit by Appellant 

of natural justice upon discovery 2003 September 20 of the fraud that was 

enacted 2002 November 11 in two Kenton County locations:  

(1) in the Covington, 41011 office of and signed by Leonard G. Rowekamp, 

who was thereby disqualified from Master Commissioner service to this 

resultant foreclosure action by way of judicial conflict of interest.  His 

colleague, John Kummer, was also disqualified due to his relationship with 

(2) Lakeside Presbyterian Church, Lakeside Park, 41017, in which 
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undisputed criminal fraud was executed by Church Secretary Peggy 

Carlson on same said November 11, who officially notarized Appellant’s 

signature in complete violation of her oath and [KRS 423.130] to assure 

my presence and the authenticity of my signature. 

During the 2010 March 15 Hearing by Honorable Gregory M. Bartlett, said 

disqualifications were discussed, leading Appellant, alongside his counsel 

of record Joseph Conley, to concur, without dissent by also present C. 

Richard Colvin, Plaintiff for Appellee.  Throughout the trial, stated to be a 

hearing, admittedly inept defendant was steamrolled and regularly, 

impatiently interrupted both by Plaintiff Colvin and Special Master 

Commissioner Luersen.  This tenor is best illustrated during the final 

segment of the torturous July 29, the 10-year anniversary of my marriage.  

While not substantive to the facts of the case, the purported purpose of 

said hearing, there is no clearer violation of 14th Amendment protection 

than that of the final 12 minutes. [6.asf _06:43 – 06:55pm] 

Other instances of disrespect toward this victim have been cited above and to 

follow, including:  denial of trial by jury; denial of time for discovery subsequent to 

withdrawal by counsel; denial of Motions without just cause, pre-Trial and during 

Trial; and apparently pernicious prejudice best explained by the 2010 December 

Cambridge Press book authored by U. Tennessee Professor of Law Benjamin H. 

Barton:  THE LAWYER-JUDGE BIAS IN THE AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM 

[Apx-206].    
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5.  Attending Flaws in MASTER COMMISSIONER’S REPORT  

1.  (page 1 - paragraph 1) No notice was received by Appellant prior to 

incorrect date of “Hearing” reported in eMail from counsel of record Joseph 

Conley [Apx-156]. 

1-2.  Final sentence begins “This Defendant” -- leaving ambiguous which 

of three stated.  If said sentence refers to Appellant, then the statement is 

false by way of Hon Baker’s Answer and CounterClaim [Apx-151]. 

2-4, spanning to page 3.  Prior to her 2000 July 29 marriage, Deborah was 

in title 5.2% per 1994 signed conveyance by her widowed Mother to Trust, 

recorded 2 months after said marriage, in said Book I205 [Px6].  Cited 

1957 deed refers to original purchase by her parents when she was 6 

years old.  Available with Leave of Court is 2000 Oct 8 WARRANTY DEED 

(perhaps not recorded) conveyed by said Trust dated December 24, 1994, 

for FCV $100,000 in its entirety, equally divided in four $25,000 portions. 

3-7  The mid-paragraph statement is false.  Correct:  $8240 went to TTD, 

the Trust comprising equity for Deborah’s daughters. 

5-12  There was never “Trust money”.  The proper term is trust equity.  

Correct:  Defendant John R. Schmidt reasoned simply that the benefit of 

earned interest should go to these daughters as their families develop, as 

opposed to a conventional bank, and as opposed to the imprudence of 

immediate cash dispersal in an overheated economy to inexperienced 
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families headed by a financially incompetent mother.  It is not that john “did 

not want the daughters to receive their money”.  John’s work had produced 

$60,000 cash for dispersal beyond the requirement to maintain a home 

for Deborah and her daughters.  All prior grants to these daughters were 

in the form of fractional equity in their home.  John and Deborah, for each 

daughter, raised that equity from $25,000 to $37,000, in addition to the 

provision of  said cash dispensations, if for marriage(s), beyond that 

provided by their father, whom the daughters claimed was sufficient. 

The statement “Schmidt’s (sic) were many months delinquent on their 

mortgage payments to the Trust” does not acknowledge the substituted 

payments by way of Deborah’s albeit unauthorized credit card use and 

$6000 forged credit card check that, upon discovery in 2002 October, 

amounted to net payments to the Trust administrator of more than $25,000 

in excess of required “mortgage payments to the Trust.”  Commissioner 

simply parrots misrepresentations by self-serving plaintiff. 

5-13.  It is preposterous to assert Deborah is “solely liable” for a mortgage 

on the property which represents the home and office for john and NCAD 

Corporation, beyond its service as home for Deborah and her daughters. 

On 2002 November 11 date of fraud, the balance due on the 7% 15-year 

loan made by the Trust to Deborah and john was approximately $79,000, 

after carefully accounting for the credit card abuse.  The balance after 13 

years would be 0.  The fraudulent loan was 11.42% 30-year, “maturing” to 
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balloon payment after 15 years of $65,000.  No thank you, speaks the 

wise, protective, nurturing step-father – if he had been notified. 

5-14. The undisputed fact is that Appellant was not notified about the 

encumbrance on his home, his corporation, and his continuing work to 

improve subject property, a clear violation of a set of  Kentucky Revised 

Statutes referenced above and annotated in the Appendix, Volume 2. 

6-15. This assertion fails to acknowledge the growing sum contributed by 

Appellant [Dx 5&6_Apx-122,3] 

6-16. Specifically:  john discovered the Fraud on 2003 September 20. In 

testimony of Plaintiff witness [3.asf_10:15:20] “I did not see any call logs” 

(perhaps his most reliable statement) the character of said 

“communications” cannot be surmised from Appellee.  Said missing logs 

represent evidence of Fraud, not a concern to prejudicial Commissioner. 

However, Appellant, in fact, has pierced the corporate veil and welcomes 

an opportunity to demonstrate the “emperor has no clothes” behind the 

shell game played at his tragic expense.  A productive clue is available at 

http://abfsOnline.com.  Appellant can provide reliable records, given the 

opportunity to complete discovery of “factual findings” as the good Judge 

Bartlett intended from said Hearing by Special Master Commissioner. 

6-17.  Please see 10-10. 

6-18.  This phrase “Said release seemed to be done inadvertently” should 

find no acceptance in jurisprudence.  In fact, there is much to discover 
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about this quite curiously anomalous occurrence, corroborated directly by 

Plaintiff’s 2007 09 12  “NOTICE OF DISMISSAL OF PLAINTIFF’S 

COMPLAINT”, directly authored, and signed by Jerry R. Howard (88213), 

initial litigant representing “JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, AS TRUSTEE 

UNDER THE POOLING AND SERVICING AGREEMENT DATED AS OF 

MARCH 1, 2003, ABFS MORTGAGE LOAN TRUST 2003-1. 

Upon discovery 2007 July 5 of a 2007 06 15 recorded LIS PENDENS 

NOTICE applicable to subject  property, featuring hand-written CASE NO. 

07-CI-01716, Kenton Covington Book C3416 pg 003,  inept though 

Appellant is, but very much was, Appellant immediately filed on said CASE 

number Jul 05 2007 in the Office of Kenton County Clerk John Middleton, 

a single page, hand-written “Request additional time to seek proper legal 

advice.” signed by both Deborah and john. 

Later, Appellant spoke by phone with Mr. Howard who instructed the 

production of our first printed document of this case [Dx1][Apx-117], hand 

delivered to the receptionist, directed to Jerry R. Howard, without street 

address, in the Cincinnati building on the Northwest quadrant of 

intersecting Reading Road and Dorchester Ave. 

Two documents dated the next day 2007 July 24 finally arrived by mail at 

3126 Hulbert, 41018, one Deed of Release produced by California-based 

TD Services; and carrying the same date is the document authored by 

Jerry R. Howard, under naming also Mary Beth Stevenson (91032) at 2035 
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Reading Rd, 45202:  “PLAINTIFF’S REPLY TO ANSWER OF 

DEFENDANT JOHN R. SCHMIDT AND DEBORAH SCHMIDT” 

Of course, arrival of said Deed of Release came after said PLAINTIFF’S 

REPLY.  Then arrived 2007 09 12 filing by same Howard / Stevenson 

NOTICE OF DISMISSAL OF PLAINTIFF’S COMPLAINT. 

Seeming is not believing.  Opportunity for more discovery is welcome. 

Legal search exposes no similar instances in KY history.  In 2005-SC-

0372-DG, the Supreme Court of Kentucky enforced irrevocability of the 

subject Deed of Release held by the person granted by the bank.  Majority 

opinion by Justice Wintersheimer; dissenting opinions by Justices 

McAnulty and Roach. 

7 – 3.  Appellant believes our claim is fraud as averred by Honorable 

Joseph Baker 2008 06 05 [080605-Baker]. 

7 – 4.  This opens the heart of this case, while inviting an opportunity to 

complete discovery in the context of a juried trial, consistent with 

expectations of this citizen of Kentucky and the United States.  While 

Appellant acknowledges the well-cited, simple fraudulent acts by a church 

secretary and a sociopathic incompetent, Appellant persists in averring the 

more globally significant, sophisticated white-collar crime exploiting these 

simpletons at the expense of Appellant, who will not rest until justice is 

learned by this good nation which globally suffers from multiplication of 

such fraudulent exploitation of less sophisticated American families. 
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7.5.  Special Master Commissioner is confusing an assertion of finding of 

fact with the topic Conclusion of Law and achieves neither.  This 

discussion is rightfully an elaboration of 6-15, with renewed attention to 5-

12.  More importantly if, this respected, Honorable Court of Appeals will 

review the evidence, honestly provided, all such baseless assertions will 

be avoided.  Appellant has consistently provided evidence and assertions 

denying any benefit from the subject loan, and in fact, is valiantly 

shouldering “damages” which remains an alien term.  Perhaps more 

appropriate is the term “loss”:  Loss of wife, her family, the joy of her 

grandchildren; my own family, beloved brothers, sister, nieces, nephews, 

my Mother, the joy of devotion to all that know me, and finally, in the spirit 

of Nelson Mandela, my Liberty and my Life; (what good is property without 

these?)   

To complete this item, consider this more correct final paragraph: 

Because of the non-prosecuted forgiveness by Appellant in response to 

felonious interception of mail and grand larceny by his previously trusted 

wife, the theft by Deborah was patiently re-interpreted as an overly-

aggressive, uncivil, grab, by a regrettably sociopathic mother whose 

morality is guided only by the pleasure she can deliver to her progeny. 

7-6.  It may seem convenient for the villain to conceal the bread crumbs: in 

particular, the seemingly innocuous remark by Plaintiff’s witness 

[3.asf_10:15:20] “I did not see any call logs” demands more attention by 
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some good Court, perhaps at the Federal level.  It is easy to get bit by a 

snake; not so easy to find its path and hideaway.   

The simple threat eMailed to 5/3, once Deborah was getting therapy and 

john was finding the way, may have been effective, in the long run, 

leveraged by the 2005 eMails that in fact stilled the waters of the 

turbulence wrought in my life by 5/3.  Maybe 5/3 has improved for many 

others.  James Rogers seems to have responded admirably to his 

encounter with us in 2001-2.  Appellant seeks only a healthier world for all, 

while patiently learning the ways of the Second Law of Thermodynamics. 

The last paragraph of this item is twice factually incorrect.  Appellant never 

had anything whatsoever to do with any forbearance agreement.  

[2.asf_9:56:50]  Appellant made each payment solely to buy time, to learn, 

and seek counsel, eternally grateful for the timely, simple, effective service 

by the good Bakers.  Appellant, filing either jointly or separately, has 

claimed an interest deduction on 1040 Schedule A, filed, and shared with 

Plaintiff, in only one year, 2004, for a total “benefit” of  $ (-348) (under the 

standard deduction of 9700), otherwise opted in all other years. 

8–7. It seems one should evidence enrichment prior to its averment.  Once 

again, this discussion is more properly first a pursuit of fact, and such a 

pursuit is the ardent goal of Appellant to the extent enabled.  There was 

never a threat to john of foreclosure before the onset of unending 

harassment by phone which truly damages the Life and Liberty of john. 
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